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CARTSIDE STREET
GLASGOW £135,000

Simply must be on your viewing list.

Alan Ferguson of AMAZING RESULTS!™ excited to welcome to the market a fully renovated ground floor tenement flat in
increasingly popular Battlefield locale. The property at 85 Cartside Street has two double bedrooms, a spacious lounge, bathroom and
kitchen. The entirety of the flat has been refurbished to a high standard, with contemporary fittings and fixtures, fresh carpets and décor,
new double glazing, boiler and more. Get a unique chance to absorb yourself in one of Glasgow’s most up and coming districts, with
Queen’s Park, two train stations and a lively local cafe and bar culture at your door step.

Call Alan Ferguson now to secure your booking before this property is SOLD.

Description

This home opens up into a hall with magnolia walls and

white oak effect laminated floor. 

The bay windowed lounge is the largest room in the house

and over looks the front garden which is included with the

property. The floor is carpeted in neutral grey.

An incredibly spacious master bedroom looks onto the

communal back garden. Like the living room, it is carpeted in

grey and has magnolia painted walls. This room has plenty

of space for a king size bed, desk, wardrobe, drawers and

more.

Another bedroom leaves space for a double bed and

furniture. It overlooks the front garden of the property. It is

carpeted in neutral grey and painted in magnolia.

The kitchen is fixed with gas hobs, an extractor fan and an

electric oven. Units and cupboards provide excellent

storage space and work tops ample room for kitchen

appliances and food preparation. The white cupboards are

fixed with contemporary copper handles - an added

element of cool to this space.

The bathroom is tiled in white and cased in wet wall. The

shower is partition with glass and features a large upper

head and a smaller portable hand-held douche. Beautiful

bathroom vanities help give this room an airy, open and

clean feel.

Private outside space includes the front garden area and the

bush surrounding the perimeter. This leaves room for chairs

and table, outside storage and could be decked-up to

absorb the day’s suns, as it is an ideal south-facing area. 

The neat and tidy back court is ideal for drying washing.

The enclosed space offers extra security for children

playing and more. Bins can also be stored in this area.

Situation

Battlefield is an increasingly popular area in Glasgow’s

bustling southside. A fun fact, it takes its obscure name when

Mary, Queen of Scots’ army was crushed by King James VI

in 1568, in the Battle of Langside. 

An exciting and ever young population are moving to this

area. On the main drag, new eateries, cafes, bars and shops

are opening more and more. As many are priced out

Shawlands, everyone is flocking to Battlefield, creating an

amazing buzz around this up and coming district. A

property here is certainly a good investment for the future,

too. From the property, Queen’s Park is a 0.5 mile walk or

drive, Langside Train Station is 0.4 miles (9 minute walk)

Mount Florida Train Station is 0.6 miles (12 minute walk).

85 Cartside Street is just yards from the White Cart Water

and a footbridge that leads over to Cathcart. Many local

shops on Battlefield Road provide strong local amenities.
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Viewing is strictly by appointment through AMAZING RESULTS!™ on 0845 301 2222. These property details are set out as a general
outline only and do not constitute any part of an Offer or Contract. Any Services, equipment, fittings or central heating systems have not
been tested and no warranty is given or implied that these are in working order. All measurements, distances and areas are approximate and
for guidance only. A copy of the full Energy Performance Certificate is available upon request. How much is your home worth? Find out
today with a FREE no obligation valuation on 0845 301 2222. Interested in a NEW career? Visit joinAMAZINGRESULTS.com 
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